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FRANKIA PLATIN 2019 ON A MERCEDES-BENZ PLATFORM

A NEW DIMENSION  
OF TRAVEL

EXPERIENCE LUXURY AND INDEPENDENCE
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FRANKIA I 7900 GD PLATIN with Silver Arrow finish 

FRANKIA PLATIN



3FRANKIA PLATIN

EXPERIENCE THE  
FREEDOM TO ENJOY 
EVERY MOMENT

Travelling is all about leaving your troubles behind, letting your 
thoughts run free, savouring the moment and making unforgettable 
memories. You need freedom to do this. Your FRANKIA PLATIN is 
the answer. Why? Because this top-class motorhome lets you  
experience a new dimension of travel – with a unique vehicle  
infrastructure that makes you completely independent and  
pampers you with luxurious living comfort.



4 FRANKIA PLATIN – FEATURES

Sit back, relax and enjoy life! FRANKIA PLATIN takes care of the rest – with a “worry-free 
equipment package” 

DON’T WORRY ABOUT ANYTHING: ALL-IN-ONE LUXURY LINER

FRANKIA’s integrated luxury model comes in two different layouts and two lengths – with 
either a queen-size bed or separate beds

YOU DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO TRAVEL AND LIVE 

360° freedom, class, exclusivity: The interior of your FRANKIA PLATIN leaves nothing  
to be desired

YOUR MOTORHOME BECOMES A LUXURY SUITE

Pure luxury: XXL 270 l fresh water tank and innovative FRANKIA central supply system 
including self-retracting cable

EVERYTHING YOU NEED – EVEN ON LONG JOURNEYS

Driving pleasure: Powerful rear-wheel drive with great traction, next-generation MBUX  
infotainment system, many innovative driver assistance systems and much more.

NEW CHASSIS AND COCKPIT BY MERCEDES-BENZ

Only FRANKIA has it: An innovative technology package by Büttner Elektronik including  
four high-performance solar modules

BE FREE AND INDEPENDENT – THANKS TO UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY

SO FREE, SO LUXURIOUS: 
PLATIN FEATURES
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FRANKIA I 8400 QD PLATIN

FRANKIA PLATIN – EXPERIENCE FREEDOM

DISCOVER THE WORLD 
YOUR WAY  

If you find a place that you love, why not stay as long as you like? Or just 
move on when you are ready to visit new destinations? You decide where 
your journey will take you. FRANKIA PLATIN gives you the freedom to dis-
cover the most beautiful corners of the world your way – even far off the 
beaten path. 
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UNIQUE TECH- 
NOLOGY MAKES  
YOU INDEPENDENT



8 FRANKIA PLATIN – UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY

UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY, 
FREEDOM AT ITS FINEST

UNDERFLOOR HEATING,  
AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL
Premium comfort independent  
of outside temperatures

FRANKIA THERMO GUARD PLUS 
Innovative wall and floor structure standard 
with 11 year water ingress warranty

NEW

REVOLUTION IN THE COCKPIT
Cutting-edge MBUX multimedia system – 
Mercedes-Benz User Experience 

P. 28

190 HP, 7-SPEED AUTOMATIC,  
CRUISE CONTROL
Power and maximum driving comfort on the new 
Mercedes-Benz platform 

NEW

NEW

5.5 METRE AWNING
Provides shade whenever you want –  
and comes standard

BATTERY COMPUTER / 
SOLAR REMOTE DISPLAY
Always in view: Current power consumption  
and battery charge
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UNIQUE SOLUTION BY

FRANKIA

FRANKIA PLATIN – UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY

4 X 110 W HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
SOLAR SYSTEM
Now with even more power, no matter what the weather

NEW

1,700 W “K” SINE WAVE INVERTER
Use 230 V consumers without restrictions;  
integrated mains priority circuit

CAC SMART CONVERTER CHARGER 
Ensures that your LiFePO batteries are always  
charged quickly and safely 

ILLUMINATED  
ELECTRONICS COMPARTMENT
Keep an eye on your systems – 
any time of day

90A POWER  
CHARGING BOOSTER
Quick charging of the on-board batteries – 
even on short trips

HYBRID CONTROL 
ELECTRONICS
With preparation for EFOY COMFORT  
that automatically charges your on-board  
battery – all year use, environmentally 
friendly and super quiet

2 X 110 AH LITHIUM BATTERY 
State-of-the-art technology: Safe,  
maximum-capacity LiFePO4 technology

EXCLUSIVE  
TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE

COMFORTABLE 
CLIMATE
Dometic Freshlight 1600 air 
conditioning unit standard – 
can even be operated while 
driving
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MERCEDES-BENZ + FRANKIA = SUCCESS

 Experience true greatness with FRANKIA:  
 Now with 2.03 m of headroom in the interior

 Revolution in the cockpit: Next-generation  
 MBUX infotainment system  

 New Sprinter platform: Powerful  
 rear-wheel drive with great traction

PLATIN ON A MERCEDES-BENZ PLATFORM
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FRANKIA I 8400 QD PLATIN

 
 Independent – even on long journeys:  

 Thanks to unique technology
 FRANKIA gives you independence:  

 Up to 270-litre fresh water tank 
 Experience a new dimension of living 

 comfort: Stepless FRANKIA interior

For over 45 years we have been building FRANKIA motorhomes on a Mercedes-Benz platform – and bringing 
together the best of both worlds. New developments, new body solutions, new technologies – every model 
year we continue to advance FRANKIA on the premium Mercedes-Benz chassis with an elevated frame. And 
we make it even stronger. The top-class FRANKIA PLATIN on the new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis features 
powerful rear-wheel drive with great traction – and makes the (Mercedes) Star shine bright like never before. 

FRANKIA MAKES THE STAR  
SHINE EVEN BRIGHTER

PLATIN ON A MERCEDES-BENZ PLATFORM
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8400

8.6 m

8.6 m

I 8400 QD PLATIN

I 8400 GD PLATIN

5.3 t/5.5 t*

5.3 t/5.5 t*

2/4/5

2/4/5

4/6

4/6

7900

8.0 m

8.0 m

I 7900 QD PLATIN

I 7900 GD PLATIN

5.3 t/5.5 t*

5.3 t/5.5 t*

2/4/5

2/4/5

4/5

4/5

FRANKIA PLATIN FLOOR PLANS

PLENTY OF SPACE  
TO EXPERIENCE LIFE
There are four different FRANKIA PLATIN floor plans to 
choose from:

Approx. length of motorhome

Maximum permissible  
laden weight

Standard/optional

Seats with seatbelts

Sleeping berths

*) Available for order immediately following release  
 from Daimler AG



13FRANKIA PLATIN EXTERIOR DESIGN

The distinctive exterior design of the FRANKIA Platin with  
its attractive paintwork gets everyone’s attention. The  
contrasting colour scheme highlights its elegant, yet  
powerful shape, while the black grille and decals  
create exciting accents.

EXTREMELY REFINED  
EXTERIOR DESIGN

FRANKIA I 7900 GD PLATIN with Silver Arrow finish 



14 FRANKIA PLATIN – DESIGN OPTIONS

You’ve never travelled like this before: FRANKIA I 8400 QD PLATIN.

Your FRANKIA PLATIN gives you the freedom to design your living space  
as unique and luxurious as you want. Whether cosy, modern & clean or  
classically elegant: Choose from six different furnishing concepts or create your  
own unique style with a large selection of attractive surfaces, patterns and fabrics. 

EXPERIENCE  
LUXURY YOUR WAY
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16 UNPARALLELED COMFORT

TRULY FEEL AT HOME  
WHEREVER YOU ARE



17UNPARALLELED COMFORT

SO MUCH FREEDOM
The 2.03 m of headroom throughout lets you move freely

LIGHT-FLOODED INTERIOR
More natural light: Extra-large windows for the  
feeling of outdoors in your FRANKIA PLATIN 

YOU DECIDE HOW MUCH SPACE  
YOU NEED
Every inch is used intelligently to create more storage 
space, for example with compartments all the way to the 
front of the vehicle (optional)

WANT TO CHANGE YOUR VIEW 180°?
You can turn the new FRANKIA comfort seats in the 
driver’s cab into easy chairs for the living area in a matter 
of seconds

A NEW DIMENSION  
OF LIVING



18 REST AND SLEEP

YOUR DREAM OF FREEDOM  
BECOMES A REALITY

Enjoy time for yourself or snuggle together in bed and relax 
after an exciting day: You have all kinds of options in your 
FRANKIA PLATIN bedroom. With so much comfort and 
space, you’ll already be dreaming about your next holiday.

NEW: PLATE SPRING SYSTEM  
IN ALL SEPARATE BEDS



19REST AND SLEEP

A NEW DIMENSION  
OF RELAXATION

ROOM FOR YOUR FAVOURITE CLOTHING  
With plenty of storage space or wardrobes that feature 
mechanically extending clothes rails (for queen-size 
beds) 

AS MUCH BED OR ROOM SPACE  
AS YOU NEED
You can shorten or lengthen FRANKIA queen-size beds at 
the push of a button

SLEEP WELL NATURALLY
All FRANKIA beds come with cold foam mattresses that 
are tested and free from harmful substances

FEATHER-LIGHT DREAMS
The new plate spring system in all separate FRANKIA 
beds guarantees maximum sleeping comfort

YOU DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO SLEEP
Choose between a luxurious queen-size bed or comforta-
ble single beds

The FRANKIA Guarantee

Th
e F

RANKIA Guarantee

Contaminant-free 

foam material



20 COOK AND ENJOY

SATISFY YOUR APPETITE  
FOR MORE  
Bacon and eggs to start the day, hot apple pie 
in the afternoon and your companion’s favourite 
dish for dinner – holidays are all about treating 
yourself. Even gourmets will find everything they 
need in the FRANKIA MaxiFlex kitchen – and 
can create new culinary delights whenever they 
like, day and night. 
 



21COOK AND ENJOY

LARGE MAXIFLEX KITCHEN
Corner kitchen standard in every FRANKIA PLATIN

THREE HOBS 
Perfect for a deluxe 3-course meal 

SIMPLE WASTE DISPOSAL
Convenient: The refuse bin is integrated in the worktop

SENSOR-CONTROLLED LIGHT
Perfect lighting for all hobs

EXPANDABLE WORKTOP 
Free space in your FRANKIA: Clever pull-out racks and 
covers

PULL-OUT WATER TAP
Large sink with smart details

*depending on floor plan

FOR YOUR COFFEE MACHINE:  
COFFEE CORNER
Special shelf in every FRANKIA I 8400 PLATIN*

XXL STORAGE SPACE 
Many spacious compartments in the upper and lower 
cabinets

PULL-OUT PANTRY CABINET
Perfect for spices: Standard in every FRANKIA PLATIN

ALL-IN-ONE: TECTOWER
160 L refrigerator, freezer, oven and grill

A NEW DIMENSION  
OF ENJOYMENT



22 RELAX AND REFRESH

A PERFECT  
START TO  
EVERY DAY
Every day of your holiday begins 
and ends here: Your spacious 
FRANKIA bathroom with an ele-
gant interior. Feel right at home 
and enjoy a lengthy shower even 
on long journeys thanks to the 
extra-large fresh water tank.  
Plenty of space to move 
around, high-quality ma- 
terials and natural light  
create a true wellness 
oasis.

3D MIRRORED CABINET
View yourself from every angle  
while you put on your makeup

LUXURIOUS & SPACIOUS  
FRANKIA BATHROOM
In every FRANKIA PLATIN

SPACIOUS SPA-LIKE SHOWER
Separate shower and WC in all spacious FRANKIA 
bathrooms

ELEGANT GLASS SHOWER DOOR 
Standard in the FRANKIA PLATIN

ELEGANT DESIGN SINK 
Offers so much space for you to freshen up

EXQUISITE AMENITIES 
Ceramic toilets, radiators, cutting-edge bathroom fittings 
and much more

ROOM FOR ALL BATH ACCESSORIES
Thanks to many (expandable) shelves, cabinets  
and hooks & hangers 

AMBIENT LIGHTING 
Pleasant FRANKIA lighting concept

A NEW DIMENSION  
OF REFRESHMENT
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24 ENJOY EVERY MOMENT
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EXTRA-LARGE FRANKIA SEATING GROUP 
Relax, watch films, eat, play a game  
– simply do what you like

ALPHATRONICS FLAT SCREEN TV 
24-inch screen and Bluetooth module

DOLBY SURROUND SOUND SPEAKERS
Great sound quality and excellent acoustics

LIVE LIKE IN A LUXURY LOFT
The completely stepless interior makes  
the living space feel gigantic

WE THINK BIG – FOR YOU
You can move even more freely thanks to over two metres 
of headroom throughout 

A NEW DIMENSION  
OF LIFE

ENJOY EVERY MOMENT

SPECIAL MOMENTS THAT 
LAST A LIFETIME 

The best moments are the ones when you know 
you are in the right place at the right time with 
the right person. Enjoy these special moments 
far away from everyday life – over a glass of 
wine, a classic film or a delicious meal. 



26 EXPERIENCE FREEDOM

ENJOY YOUR 
INDEPENDENCE

... and let FRANKIA take care of the rest!
Stay where you want to stay – your way and whenever you 
like: Whether polar nights in Norway, blowing snow in the Alps 
or a summer in the Provence: The FRANKIA PLATIN gives you 
complete freedom.

FRANKIA I 8400 QD PLATIN



27EXPERIENCE FREEDOM



28 EXPERIENCE THE REVOLUTION

SPACIOUS  
SURFACES 
AND  
COMPARTMENTS

INTEGRATED TOUCH CONTROL
Touchscreen, touchpad on the central console and touch 
control on the steering wheel

INTUITIVE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
“Hey Mercedes!”: First language assistant  
in the cockpit of a motorhome 

MBUX  
HIGHLIGHTS

NEXT-GENERATION  
INFOTAINMENT



29EXPERIENCE THE REVOLUTION

A NEW DIMENSION  
OF DRIVING

190 HP ENGINE & 7-SPEED AUTOMATIC
With Mercedes-Benz FRANKIA brings a lot of power and 
driving comfort on the road 

DURABLE AND ROBUST CHASSIS 
Mercedes-Benz’s new Sprinter chassis offers excellent 
quality that you can rely on

POWERFUL REAR-WHEEL DRIVE WITH 
GREAT TRACTION
You can stay relaxed even when you’re on the go thanks 
to the proven rear-wheel drive

SPLIT DUAL-LENS REAR-VIEW CAMERA 
Parking is so easy: You always have a good overview of 
your surroundings in the FRANKIA PLATIN 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE  
NEW CHASSIS

MERCEDES-BENZ 
REVOLUTIONISES  
THE FRANKIA COCKPIT
The journey is the destination. Especially when driving is so much fun in your 
FRANKIA PLATIN thanks to the brand new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis 
featuring powerful rear-wheel drive with great traction, the innovative MBUX 
multimedia system and many next-generation driver assistance systems. 
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7900 / 8400

Alpine Dolby Surround Sound speaker system

Central supply system with cable reel and water drum

PLATIN STANDARD EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL FEATURES – STANDARD

Mercedes-Benz chassis
Driver and passenger airbag
190 hp EURO VI BlueTec engine
Antilock braking system (ABS)
Traction control system (TCS)
Electronic brakeforce distribution (EBD)
Electronic stability control (ESP)
Hill Hold Assist
93 l diesel tank
7-speed automatic
Cruise control
220 A alternator
Auxiliary heating
Leather steering wheel
Spare wheel with bracket
Upgrade to 5.3 t technically permissible gross weight  
(Upgrade to 5.5 t: Available for order immediately following 
release from Daimler AG)
Steering wheel adjustable in height and depth
LED high beam and turn signal
Original Mercedes-Benz elevated frame

Body
Thermo Guard Plus with 11-year water ingress warranty
GFRP gelcoat white – hail resistant
Heated double floor with approx. 126/348 mm height
Central locking for body door and driver’s door 
via original vehicle key
Aluminium rims front and aluminium covers rear
Wheel spacers on front and rear axle
Manual rear supports  
(n/a if optional air suspension ordered)
Double glazing side cab windows
Power front roller blind instead  
of manual darkening blind

Exterior wall colours
Exterior paint: Platin Metallic or Silver Arrow

Storage space | Windows | Doors
Storage spaces with LED lighting
Seitz S7 windows with tinted panes, fly screen and blind,  
installed flush with the wall
CBE BUS control panel with LCD screen
Self-retracting cable reel with 15 m of cable
Storage space lighting underneath the seating area
Central supply system with cable reel and water drum
Fly screen integrated in the door frame and all roof hatches

Beds
Drop-down bed with power adjustment

Electrical systems
MT 1700-Si-K / Sinus inverter (Büttner)
4x solar system 110 W (Büttner) with solar remote display
MT 550 PP solar controller (Büttner)
MT 4000-H control (hybrid battery computer by Büttner)
LiFePO4 battery 2 x 110 Ah
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CBE BUS control panel with LCD screen

Double glazing cab windowsUSB sockets

Solar system

Alphatronics 24" SL-Line flat screen
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7900 / 8400

PLATIN STANDARD EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL FEATURES – STANDARD

1x charging booster (90 A)
1x 40 A charger including pulser
EFOY COMFORT fuel cell ready
230 V socket in passenger side rear storage compartment
12 V socket in passenger side rear storage compartment
LED awning light with separate switchable motion sensor
Dimmable ambient lighting
Dimmable spot lights
Reading lights
4x 230 V sockets
4x USB sockets 

Multimedia | Radio | Satellite system
Alphatronics SL Line 24 inch flat screen
TELECO – TWIN FLATSAT EASY SMART S85 satellite system
Hookup for second TV in bedroom
Mercedes MBUX 10.25 inch multimedia system with DAB+ radio
Alpine Dolby Surround Sound speaker system
High-quality roof combination antenna UKW/DAB+/GPS
Split rear-view camera with a separate monitor

Upholstery | Cushions
Selection of wood/fabric combinations from  
six different design options

Rear storage compartments | Bike mounts
2-part rear storage compartment
Lashing rail system

Washroom | Water supply
Approx. 270-litre fresh water tank  
including 50-litre drive load
Approx. 130-litre waste water tank
Ceramic toilet
Second Thetford Cassette toilet
Fan with carbon filter for Thetford toilet

Air conditioning | Heating
Semi-automatic climate control
Alde Compact 3020 HE hot water heating system
Additional fan for the driver’s cab (Alde)
Electrical auxiliary heater on the chassis for faster heating of the 
interior
Heat exchanger
Underfloor heating in seating area
Duo Control for gas cylinders
Dometic FreshLight 1600 air conditioner

Kitchen | Refrigerator | Hob
FRANKIA MaxiFlex kitchen: Uniquely functional modular kitchen 
featuring a high-end HPL worktop with expandable surface 
TecTower

Awnings
Manual 5.5 m awning, anthracite or anodised case depending 
on paint colour ordered

Dometic FreshLight 1600 air conditioner

Wheel spacers



33PLATIN TECHNICAL DATA

MORE DETAILS

1) The vehicle weight when ready for driving has been determined in accordance 
 with regulation (EU) 1230/2012, but reflecting the drive load of the fresh water 
 tank (see Fn. 3 and 4) and one gas cylinder (11 kg) 
2) The trailer load may vary depending on the equipment selected
3) Fresh water tank capacity according to Annex V, Part A, 2.6 FN. (h)Reg (EU) 1230/2012, considering the movement limitation 50 l drive load
4) Possible with the appropriate setting of the valve on the fresh water tank: max. 270 litres
5) Available for order immediately following release from Daimler AG

Please note
Information on weights and dimensions is implemented in accordance with Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 provided that the catalogue including technical data and price list contains no contrary 
information.

7900 8400

BASIC VEHICLE (SERIES) New Sprinter 519 New Sprinter 519

Chassis  Mercedes-Benz Mercedes-Benz

Cylinders / cubic capacity, ccm 6 / 2,987 6 / 2,987

Power, kW / hp 140 / 190 140 / 190 

Tank volume diesel, l 93 93

Wheel base, mm 4,525 4,825

DIMENSIONS A-Class A-Class

Total length, cm 804 858

Total width, cm 230 230

Total height, cm 323 323

Headroom, cm 203 203

WEIGHT SPECIFICATIONS A-Class A-Class

Weight when ready for driving, kg 4,4501 4,6001

Maximum permissible laden weight, kg 5,300 / 5,5005 5,300 / 5,5005

Payload, kg 850 / 1,050 700 / 900

Maximum trailer load braked / unbraked, kg
1,9502 / 0  (5.3 t) 

1,9502 / 7502  (5.5 t)5

1,9502 / 0  (5.3 t) 

1,9502 / 7502  (5.5 t)5

Maximum permissible towing weight, kg 7,000 7,000

EQUIPMENT

Fresh water / waste water tank approx., I 2704 (50 l drive load)3 / 130 2704 (50 l drive load)3 / 130

Battery capacity, Ah (20 h) 2 x 110 LiFePO4 2 x 110 LiFePO4

Refrigerator volume approx., l 160 160

Heating Alde WW heating 3020 HE Alde WW heating 3020 HE
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EXCELLENT  
PARTNERS

Our commitment to quality is very high for 
every single FRANKIA motorhome, so we only 
work with the industry’s best providers of tech-
nology, electronics, chassis, air-conditioning 
and heating systems. 

Innovative technology – without compromise
When you’re on the road, you need to be able 
to rely on your on-board technology. BÜTTNER 
ELEKTRONIK guarantees smooth travels thanks to 
reliable technology made in Germany.

Nothing beats hot water heating systems. They are quiet and 
generate consistent warmth throughout your motorhome. Hot 
water heating systems deliver top-quality heating performance 
without being noticed. Alde hot water heating systems ensure 
optimal heat distribution in your FRANKIA motorhome.

FRANKIA PARTNERS
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The most luxurious way to travel. Experience the most 
wonderful adventures and enjoy unlimited freedom with 
Mercedes-Benz and the new Sprinter chassis.

The FRANKIA PLATIN now  
on the new Mercedes-Benz  
motorhome chassis

FRANKIA PARTNERS



FRANKIA is a PILOTE Group company
FRANKIA-GP GmbH
Bernecker Straße 12 | 95509 Marktschorgast | Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 92 27-738-0 | Fax: +49 (0) 92 27-738-49
Email: info@frankia.de

The illustrations in this catalogue are examples. They may contain accessories and extras that are not 
included in standard equipment packages. The actual model versions may vary. Technical changes and 
errors excepted. Equipment designated as standard and/or optional may vary from country to country. 
The images may vary in colour for printing reasons. Printed in Germany.
© Copyright 2018 by FRANKIA-GP GmbH

Experience the world of FRANKIA online.

www.frankia.com
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